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For future ULSI Drocesses. high density plasma has serious problems for deep Sio" contact hole
and minute poty-Si gate etchiilgs, such'as'low selectivity, loial side erching, and cliarge build-up
damases. This is due to a hieh depree of dissociation and charee accumulation on the substrate
involVing higher elecron ener-gy arid trigh density plasma. To 3'ettle these problems, this paper
proposes. a 10pr sec pqlse-time . modulated plgsma. It can achieve higl4y selective, higlrly
anisotropic and gharge-free erching by conuolling reactive-radical generation and suppressing
charge iccumulation.

1. Introduction

In this sody, the microwaves were accurately
modulated from 10 to 100 'rz sec with a functioir
generator- 3nd I pulse_ circuit. The pulse duration (
pulse width)
and perid (interval) were chaneed from 10
to 100 pr S€c. Adclitionally, the response dme for the
microwave input- was reduced to less-than 2 /.sec as a
result of using the klvsnon source.
SiO, etdtring and polycrystalline silicon etching
frequency.

Electron cyclotron resonance plasma (ECR), helicon
lvave plasma and inductive couple plasma erchings are
known- to have many advantales.'These involie the
generation of. denser plasma at ldwer pressure, a higher
ionization ratio, and more controllable ion energies Ihan
c_an be_ obained in reactive ion etching (RIE,). Ilowever,
these plasma sources have shown to hav-e ierioirs problemi
for deep SiO, contact hole and minute polycivstalline
silicon gate efchirlgs, such as low selectivit-vtl.'lcftal side
etching - ("notch")T and charge build-up damages3) in
submicron pattern fabrication of less than 0.25 am. This is

characteristics

due to- ." high- degree of
accumulation

_dissociation and charge
on the substrate with hieher enersv elecrons
pd higher plasma density. Namely, a- trade-off'sdll exists
between anisotropy
and selectivity, and a hiqh etchins rate
and charge-free -etchine process even in -these pTasma
etching technologies. Thu$ a new method for acciuately
controlling- the electron energy (elecnon temperature) i-s
indispensable to break-throueti the limitation.
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gare MosFliT"accordine to

intentionally irradiating^non-uniform O, plasma- The late
thickness was about 100 A, and ttre an-tefrna ratio between

4t^pg{_and- tlre active area was 2500 in the
MOSFET and 1 in the floating gate MOSFET.

.__ _.t!ir^_pap,er proposes a shon pulse-time modulated
(TM)
E.QB plasma
E:tching techniqrie that enables a high
-selective,

rate,. highly

were

width and the interval of ihe miciowave i-n the p'nlsed
ECR discharge._The etchr4g gas was CHF, and Cl, ahd Oe
flow rate was 30 sccm. The etchrne pressure was fixed
at 2mTorr and 1 mTorr, respectiiefy. The microwave
power was I kW. A 400kHz ratlio freciuency (RF) bias of
1C0 V was supplied to the subsrate for deeri SiO, etching.
Moreover, charge build-up damages to thin eafu oxidds
were observed by using threshold- voltase (V,)-shifts in a
'and -floating

tig].,ty. anisbtropic and charge-frEe
pulsed discharge in- the range of 10-

single

3.Results and Discussion

A.

2. Experimental

Improvement

of selectivity during SiO,

Generally, SiO2

etching

is performed

using

-erching
fluorocarbon gases in-order to Eeposit a fluoropolvmer on
the underlying Si to arrain a hieh ratio of SiO"- etchine
selectivity to Si etching. In particular, the CF" rfdical haI
been reported as the main gas precursor for ffuorooolvmer
depositibn. However, high density plasma causes a fo# Cf"
radical density and a large ambuht of F aroms. This i5
because of the higher degree of dissociation with hieher
elecnon energy ancl higher electron density. To improve-the
etching selectivity, conmol of the CF, radicals and F atoms

schematic illusuation of the ECR plasma etchine
system used in this study is shown in Fie. i. ttre diametei
of the plasma chamber is 260 mm, perrilitting substrates 6
inches in diameter to be handled. Three seiarated coils
located around the periphery of thi$ chamber

A

flat and low-eradient magnetic field profiles
for uniform -and efficienf microwaVe absorption^in the
generate

ECR plasma.s)

A klysron source (NEC LD-7909, Nihon Koshuha)
was used to generate
microwaves. This source Drevents
oscillations of -the inroduced microwave frequenc^ies and
ripples in the generated microwaves, thus en-abling Stable
microwaves to be inuoduced into ttre ECR plasma.') The
substrate holder was located near the ECR region.
where a magnetic field strength of 875 G satlfied
the resonance condition for microwaves of a 2.45 GHz

is

needed

The density of the CF, radicals and F atoms was
conuolled by dltering the pulse width in the TM-ECR

plasma. Figure 2 shows the ilependence of the CR relative
radical density and F/CF, density rario on the puKe width.
was fixed at 10 p sec for ail conditions.
Ihe pulse interval
When the pulse width was 10/ s6c, a larger amount of
CF, radical5 was generated. By increising tli'e pulse width,
718
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of F atoms increased despite the decrease in
CR radicfis. Fieure 3 shows the elecuon temperaftre and
ele6uon densityin the pulsed discharge and ttrb continuous
discharge. The electron temperatwe aid ttre plasma density
reached- a steadv state witliin the first 10 r sec dischargti.
At the intervil, thg. elecuon . temperature drasticaliy
decreases, corresponding to the microwave power.
the densiw

C. Elimination of damage caused by charge build-up
The

the low energy reaction CHF *CF,+HF,

the first 10 rz sec of discharse. ttle other
higf,-energy dissdciations, CHfi*g1tF2 + F, CH-Fr;gp, * H,
and CR*CF+F. are not expedited at the beeinnine of the

Drosresses durine

discharfe. Morebver,

in 6, continuous di-scharfe,

10

r

sec pulsed plasma can also Drevent thin sate

oxides from being damaged by charee 'that accumul-ates
during etching in 1 nonuri'iform-plasmL The charge buildup damage was observed by uSing V. shifts in -a single
MOSFET and a floating eaie N,IOSFET accordine to fhe
plasma irradiation. Fiefie.-8 shows a V. shift mip for a
3ingle MOSFET in a- 6 inctr substrate'according to the
non-uniform O plasma inadiation. With the pulsed plasma.
no V, shift wds observed at dl, wherea^s use'of thd
continuous discharge caused V. shifts of 45 mV with a
large amount of ch-aree on the date electrode. The V. shifts
are-considered to be?ue to deEradation of the eate bxides
by a large amount of charges- on the gate eldctrode. 10
s sec modulated plasma thus reduces the effects of charee

Thereforg the dis$ociatioi processes are progressed-at the
microwavb duration and not at the interval. Ii other words,

although

pulsed plasma.

CFz

radicals decreased further and F atoms increased, because
of the long dissociation processes. Namely, it is suggested
that the polymerization and the SiO, etching selectivity to
underlying Si are improved using an initial discharge of
10p sdc. The SiO, erching selecti-vity and the etchin! rate

accumulation on ihe substrate. Charges accumulate on tfre
of nonunfform sheath potential
distribution on the subsftate. However, in the after-glow
plasma, ttre charges are reduced by decreasine the sfi-eath
frotential distributon on ttre subsirate due 6 the lower
sheath voltage. As a result, the amount of charges become
smaller,. aL. co^mpared
with the continuous discharge, as
shown in Fig.9. -

as function of the pulse width for a constant 102 sec
interval of the CHF3 pulsed discharge are shown in Fig.4.

gate electrode as a result

The SiO" erching ratte-was kept almbst the same as in-the
case of cbntinuols discharee. Ttris indicates that the olasma
density was maintained, -and the ion density arid ion
enersies were kept in a pulsed discharee of 10-20 u sec
with-applied RF'biases, is shown in Fig.3. Additioit.lty,
the pulsed plasma can drastically improve the SiO-in
etchine
selectivity
io underlying Si tom 10^ to 40, even
higftI
-low-pressur6
density,
ECn plasma- ttre pirlsed dischaige
suppresses the F atom concentration and generates a larse

4. Conclusion
The pulse-time modulated ECR plasma DroDosed here

makes ft possible to realize - hiehlv' dnisotropic.
highly selective, high-rate, norch-free- ah0 charge-fred
etching for SiO, contact hole and poly-Si gate excllsively

of CR radicals in the fluor&arbon plasm-a.
Therefore, it achieves a higher deposition rate and a low
fluorine polymer, which ciuses a'low sDutterins vield to
ion bornbarilment, because of high crosslinkii'g' of ttre
deposited polymer in comparisori wirh the c6ntinuous
aniount

using tl, and Cnf, gas. These etehing ch-aracterisucs are
explained using the time dependence of the dissociation
processes of reactive radicals and suppression of the
arnount of charge that accumulates on the substrate,
attained employing a pulsed discharse in the ranse of ld

o$cnarge.

B. Suppression of "notch" profiles during poly-Si erching

s sec. This etctilng method is this a verv piomisine
to I G bit and 4 G bit DRAMsI

At lower ion energies, hish densiw plasma also causes
another serious probleri, such-as unusual'notches, to appear
at a narrow space pattern during phosphonrs-doped
polycrystaltne silicon 'etching. A -nurhUer^ of reports
explained that this is because of the distorted traiecfories
of- ions by
local electric fields with a large aniount of
-charges
separated
on the resist mask and t['e gate oxide,
especially in patterns whose sDace is less than 0.5 um.
Tfie charges aie caused by diffrlrences between ion moiions
and electron motions in the ion sheath.
Figure 5 shows the notch depth and ion current
density- as a function of microwavd power in the ECR
plasml. Local side elchlng stro-ngly depends on the
microwave power, i.e., it is caused by a latge amount of
charges in the generation of high density plastra. When the
power is less than 500 W, the notctr can be eliminated
even at 100 Vo over-etchins in the ECR plasma. The
plasma density ( ion curren-r density ) is 40Eo of that
resulting from a 1 kW discharge. It is supposed that the
notch is prevented in a lo*er densitv ^ plasma. The
phosphorus- doped polycrystalline silicon 6tchine rate and
E:tchiirg selectivity,'however, is rapidly reduced to 1500
A/min and 50 at the condition. It is very difficult to
simultaneously attain a hieh etchins rate and hiehlv
selective notch-free etching-with a donventional pdsmh

candidate for applicltions
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coitl coit2

coit3

discharee.

FiEure 6 shows the notch depth at the n* polv-Si as
a function of over-etching time in the pulsed 'discharge
(10 p sec/10 p sec) and thd continuous discharge. The puhEd
pladma prevbnts ihe norch, even at ?-00Vo ove-r-etchine with
higtr etitr rates. This suggests that the modulated i'lasma
reduces the amount of s[rface charges on the subsuate.
Namely, the s,eparated_ charges in rh6 10 p sec discharge
plasma are decreased as a result of a lower shea-th

potential and a lower electron temperature in the after-glow
plasma, as shown in Fie.7. Therefore, a significant local

A schematic illustration
ECR plasma etching sysrem.

Figure. 1.
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electric field for distorted ion rajectoiies is-not generated
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Figrrre. 6. Notch riepttr as a
frmction of over+tching time
druing pulsed discharge and

the continuous discharge.

Figure. 8. Threshold voltage shift map for
a single MOSFET in a 6 inch substrate
according to the amount of 02 plasma

(Ref.4)

irradiated in a 10p sec pulsed plasma (TIVI)
and continuous discharge (C!V).
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